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1. Introduction

[1] In their recent paper, Nishimura et al. [2012], hereafter
termed N12, conclude that Pi2 magnetic field pulsations and
auroral brightenings in the substorm expansion phase are
driven coherently by flow bursts in the magnetotail. The
authors claim not only that the flow bursts, auroral brighten-
ings, and magnetic field perturbations all have periodicities in
the Pi2 range but significantly also that the individual pertur-
bations are all coherent and, as a consequence, infer a causal
and one-to-one connection between them. In their scenario,
fast earthward flows in the plasma sheet with fine structure
in the Pi2 frequency range are responsible, in a piecewise
and coherent fashion, for establishing one-by-one additional
elements of the substorm current wedge (SCW) in response
to each element of the flow burst fine structure. In other
words, each subsequent flow burst adds an additional
current element to the SCW, coherently driving both re-
peated enhancements in the aurora and step-like changes in
the ground magnetic field across a wide longitudinal range
such that “each Pi2 pulse starts to rise simultaneously over
a wide range of latitude from the auroral zone to the mag-
netic dip equator as well as over a wide longitudinal range”
[N12, abstract]. Each of these occurs at intervals separated by
tens of seconds or minutes corresponding to the tail flow
variations in the Pi2 band. The N12 claims are in stark con-
trast to the traditional explanation inferred from ground-
based magnetic ULF wave observations that invokes bounc-
ing Alfvén waves for the periodic structure of the Pi2s, and
which necessarily includes propagation effects and precludes
such large-scale coherence, based in part on the known fact
that in order to establish a field-aligned current, one needs
to send Alfvén waves along the field line [see, for example,
Olson, 1999, and references therein].

[2] The conclusion reached in N12 that repeating flow
bursts in the magnetotail directly drive auroral enhancements,
related equatorward auroral streamers, and large-scale coher-
ent Pi2 magnetic perturbation waveforms during substorm ex-
pansion phase onset relies on the predication that all auroral
streamers are driven by fast flows in the magnetotail. There
is, of course, evidence that some north-south aligned auroral
streamers are connected to fast flows in the magnetotail [see,
for example, Zesta et al., 2000]. A comprehensive examina-
tion of the mechanisms which link streamers to tail flow bursts
was not addressed in N12, nor will it be addressed in this com-
ment. Indeed, this comment is not concerned, and does not
take issue, with the possible connection between tail flows
and some N-S aligned arcs. However, it is the claimed coher-
ency of the link between auroral streamers, the large-scale
SCW, and global-scale coherent Pi2s which is advanced by
N12whichwe challenge here; themagnetotail drivers of auroral
streamers themselves are not the focus of this comment nor
were they the focus of N12.
[3] The proposed coherence and causal hypothesis in N12

rests upon three logical assertions.
[4] 1. Expansion phase intensifications along the poleward

boundary of the aurora are repetitive, and each intensification
leads to an equatorward propagating auroral streamer.
[5] 2. There is a one-to-one correspondence between each in-

dividual expansion phase auroral intensification and each individ-
ual magnetic pulsation.
[6] 3. Each magnetic pulsation is coherent across all lati-

tudes for the duration of the period of the formation of the
substorm current wedge.
[7] The observational evidence presented in N12 claims to

address these three assertions, which are at the core of their
hypothesis coherently linking periodic flow bursts to Pi2s
waveforms, through a multi-instrument study. The analysis
includes observations of auroral brightness from the Time
History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during
Substorms (THEMIS) all-sky imagers (ASIs) [Mende et al.,
2008] and magnetic field perturbations from multiple arrays
of ground-based magnetometers (from Canadian Array for
Realtime Investigations of Magnetic Activity (CARISMA)
[Mann et al., 2008] and THEMIS ground-based magnetome-
ters [Russell et al., 2008; Peticolas et al., 2008]) in addition
to those from the Canadian Magnetic Observatory System
(http://geomag.nrcan.gc.ca/obs/canmos-eng.php), Athabasca
University THEMIS UCLAMagnetometer Network (http://au-
tumn.athabascau.ca), and Geophysical Institute Magnetometer
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Array (http://www.asf.alaska.edu/program/gdc/project/mag-
netometer) magnetometer arrays. In this comment, we
reanalyze the data sets presented in N12 and demonstrate that
the ground-based magnetic field and auroral observations do
not support the conclusion that repetitive fast flows in the
magnetotail coherently and directly drive step-like increases
in the SCW in a piecewise fashion.

2. Auroral Intensifications: THEMIS All-Sky
Imager Analysis

[8] In N12, a new type of keogram is introduced that aims
to highlight quasiperiodic activations of the aurora. A tradi-
tional keogram takes one north-south slice through the aurora
to provide information on the structure of the aurora in one
meridian and its poleward or equatorward motion, whether
it is formed using data from a meridian scanning photometer
or from a section of an ASI image. The new type of keogram
used in the data presentation in N12 displays the highest in-
tensity at each latitude from any longitude in the ASI field
of view (FOV) as a function of time. In this way, it is hoped
that the structure of the rapidly evolving active aurora can be
captured in a reduced format. With such an approach, the au-
thors of N12 seek to minimize the effects of any longitudinal
motion of auroral forms within the ASI FOV—especially
those which move the brightest arc activity and motion out
of the single meridian of the traditional keogram. The implicit
assumption underpinning the interpretation of this alternative
keogram is that the auroral features under study are aligned in
the east-west direction and are the brightest features in the
ASI FOV. This will likely be true in the growth phase of a
substorm but will be a poor representation of auroral morphol-
ogy during dynamic times such as those in the substorm expan-
sion phase which are the focus of the studies in N12 (see the
supporting information, particularly Movies S1 and S2). To
make the necessary clear distinction between a traditional
keogram and the new analysis technique introduced in N12,
we refer to this analysis as an “auroral maxogram.”
[9] In order to reproduce the auroral maxograms as shown in

N12, certain assumptions about their analysis must be made.
The maxograms displayed in Figures 2, 4, 6, and 7 of N12
discard entire meridians of ASI data if any portion is obviously
contaminated by the Moon, or its reflection (Y. Nishimura,
personal communication, 2012). Figures 1a–1e show an auroral
maxogram using the N12 approach described above, the time
evolution of the longitudes of themaximum intensities observed
at each latitude (color coded), and three ASI images at times
corresponding to auroral intensifications identified by the
yellow arrows in N12’s Figure 3. Overplotted on each ASI
image in Figure 1 are color-coded circles marking the geomag-
netic longitude of those ASI pixels that are used to construct the
maxogram. Plots for each identified streamer identified in N12’s
Figure 3 are included as Figure S1 in the supporting informa-
tion. Subtle differences exist between the maxogram in
Figure 1a and N12’s Figure 2h, e.g., a ~1� offset in latitude
between some auroral features and an assumed linear color
scale of 1000–15,000 counts. Nevertheless, Figure 1a re-
mains a good facsimile of Figure 2h in N12, reproducing
all salient auroral features.
[10] From the combination of the ASI images and the

maxograms in Figure 1, it is clear that what appears as a sin-
gle auroral feature in a maxogram is not, in fact, constructed

from a contiguous single auroral form in the ASI image. The
ASI snapshots in Figures 1c–1e demonstrate clearly that the
intensity as a function of latitude is constructed from a
number of discrete and apparently optically unconnected
auroral forms that are from very different longitudes and con-
tain rapidly varying auroral intensities (see Movie S1 in the
supporting information). Each pixel in the two-dimensional
maxogram is independent from any other pixel and is fre-
quently drawn from different auroral features which can be
very far from, and certainly not contiguous with, its direct
neighbors. Figure 1b shows the temporal evolution of pixel
location in the maxogram. The longitudinal locations of the
maximum intensities show no trends in the location of pixels
as a function of time; indeed, the location of each pixel used
to construct the maxogram varies unpredictably over the en-
tire ~9� longitude used in the construction of N12’s Figure 2.
Importantly, for the interpretation of enhancements in the
maxogram, we mark the location of auroral streamers identi-
fied in N12 using yellow arrows in Figures 1c–1e. There are
very few pixels related to auroral streamers that are picked
out in the maxogram: At 08:39:48 UT (Figure 1c), three
pixels between 69.5 and 70.5� are identified; at 08:37:18
UT (Figure 1d), there are four identified points at lower lati-
tudes (~68.5–69.5�); and at 08:43:00 UT (Figure 1e), only
high-latitude elements of the auroral streamer are identified
in the maxogram. It can be seen from Figures 1c–1e that
the maxogram analysis often triggers on the residual light
contamination from the Moon or from stars, potentially
masking otherwise important auroral features. Figures 1c–1e
demonstrate that maxogram intensity pixels are often selected
in a meridian corresponding to the eastern boundary of the
Moon removal. More data snapshots are shown in Movies S1
and S2, where this artifact is clearly seen.
[11] In summary, the maxogram technique as presented by

N12 and as reproduced in this comment conflates auroral
features widely separated by latitude and longitude with
phenomena such as stars and the residual halo from the
Moon. The maxogram creates seemingly coherent brightness
enhancements which, instead of being a good representation
of auroral morphology, are simply an artifact of the data
analysis used to create the maxogram. Put simply, rather than
providing a useful tool for examining the dynamics of contig-
uous and spatially connected auroral forms that display
variations in auroral intensity, the maxogram technique fails
to capture or represent the salient dynamic aurora.
[12] When combining observations from auroral cameras

and ground-based magnetometers, it is important to note that
the magnetometer integrates the effects of all currents in the
overhead ionosphere according to the Biot-Savart law. If
the auroral forms measured by the camera are indicators of
the current systems present in the ionosphere, then a subset
of the ASI data (i.e., those data used to create Figure 1a)
necessarily only describes a subset of current systems in the
region. Regardless of the problems listed above, in this
comment, we also investigate whether it is possible to use
the maxogram analysis to generate a simplified but nonethe-
less meaningful summary of the local auroral activity, and
hence the local current systems, in order for it to represent a
meaningful data product which can be compared to informa-
tion derived from ground-based magnetometer data. In the
next section, we show a maxogram generated using a second
approach that includes all auroral information from one
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THEMIS ASI that is more likely to include all contributing
auroral features.
[13] Figure 1f shows a maxogram generated using this sec-

ond approach, where all valid THEMIS ASI data from the same
camera as in Figures 1a–1e are analyzed, but this time where
only those pixels obviously contaminated by moonglow are re-
moved. Using a similar color scale to Figure 1a, the significant
thing to note is that the recurring enhancements of auroral inten-
sity which were at the core of the conclusions drawn in N12 are
no longer seen in our alternative maxogram (Figure 1f). During
the active period following onset, Figure 1g demonstrates that
the longitude of the maximum intensity at each latitude is now
even more variable, ranging from �45� to �65� in short and
dynamic periods (seeMovies S1 and S2 in the supporting infor-
mation). Comparison of Figures 1c–1e and 1h–1j demonstrates
even more challenges for the validity of the maxogram ap-
proach since different auroral forms are selected in each version
of the analysis. Additionally, the largest values of auroral bright-
ness often occur in meridians outside of the data subset used in
N12 to create the maxogram in their Figure 2. Neither
maxogram algorithm reliably selects pixels from auroral
streamers (cf. one pixel of an auroral streamer in Figure 1i).
Overall, the maxogram presented in N12’s Figure 2 emphasizes
auroral features which may not necessarily correspond to the
brightest aurora in the frame and rarely correspond to the auroral

streamers which it was designed to characterize. There is no di-
rect link between features in the maxogram and specific auroral
forms. Hence, we show that although the aim of the maxogram
is to capture the motion of the aurora in a simpler format than a
time series of 2-D images, this analysis technique does not do
so. As we also show in Figures 1a and 1f, the maxogram anal-
ysis also neglects other auroral forms that will contribute to the
magnetic field perturbations and which are important elements
of the overall auroral dynamics.

3. Coherence of Aurora and Waves

[14] The inferred correlation between auroral intensity and
Pi2 ULF wave activity presented in N12 is derived solely on
the basis of a visual inspection of the data. No quantitative
method is described that correlates auroral intensifications
and ULF pulsations in the magnetometer data. In Figure 2,
we demonstrate how the choice of both color scale and sub-
section of an ASI field of view affects the conclusions drawn
in N12. Figures 2a and 2b show the reduced FOV that N12
use in two different color scales, where entire meridians with
obvious Moon contamination are omitted. Figure 2c shows
the same color scale as N12 and Figure 2b but omits only
pixels contaminated by obvious moonglow, rather than entire
meridians. Also plotted are N12’s auroral streamer (arrows)
and low-latitude ULF wave minima (dashed lines).
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Figure 1. Auroral maxogram analysis of (a–e) the meridians uncontaminated by moonglow, and equiv-
alent to those presented in N12, and (f–j) the maxograms including all latitudes and longitudes that are
uncontaminated by moonglow. Figures 1a and 1f show auroral maxograms from the THEMIS FSMI
ASI, Figures 1b and 1g the longitudinal locations of the pixel of maximum brightness as a function of
latitude and time, and Figures 1c–1e and 1h–1j three times asserted by N12 to represent auroral streamers
captured by the maxogram analysis and be correlated with ULF pulsations. Additional times are shown in
Figure S1. The dashed white lines and the arrows in Figures 1a and 1f are the times and intervals marked to
be significant by N12 in their Figure 2.
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[15] Briefly, there is no specific reason to consider either
Figure 2a or 2b to be more or less physically motivated, but
each leads to different “by eye” interpretation of the observa-
tions, as evidenced by the apparent different number of auro-
ral intensifications seen in both panels. Figure 2a shows
anywhere between one and four auroral intensifications be-
tween ULF wave minima, Figure 2b showing even more.
Figure 2c is even more interesting and complex. Indeed, it
is difficult to visually determine how many activations are
seen using the entire ASI FOV, but we simply direct the
reader to the ULF wave period encompassing the third white
arrow (08:39:30–08:43:00 UT) period, during which one
ULF wave cycle encompasses upward of six auroral forms.
We are thus forced to ask the following questions.
[16] 1. Why do N12 eschew five other equally intense

auroral activations in favor of one specific auroral activation
in the middle of this period?
[17] 2. Why is this specific auroral form responsible for

enhancing the SCW, i.e., the ULF wave signature, as opposed
to any of the other equally intense five auroral features?
[18] What is clear is that there is no one-to-one relationship

between one specific ULF wave cycle and a coherent auroral
form. We also note that there is no one-to-one relationship

between the “center” of each maxogram enhancement identi-
fied by N12 and the magnetic field minima, even in the data
as presented in N12. Enhancements occur variously in the be-
ginning, middle, and end of the presented ULF wave cycles
as well as at the border between cycles, leading the reader
to question the original N12 conclusions even before consid-
ering all the ASI data.
[19] Our reanalysis of N12 in sections 2 and 3 (Figures 1

and 2) shows clearly that the identified streamers are not even
the dominant, and certainly not the brightest, auroral features
in the maxograms, in the entire ASI FOV, or, indeed, in the
substorm expansion phase. Therefore, even in the absence
of evidence for a robust coherence with the magnetic data,
we are left wondering why so much importance is attached
to the small-scale and optically dim auroral streamers within
the much brighter auroral surge. Considering the full, com-
plex optical structure of the auroral surge, it is not expected
that the global ionospheric magnetic ULF wave response
would preferentially pick out the streamers as a coherent
driver—rather than, say, responding to the processes linked
to and driving all of the other brighter and very structured
complex optical features in the surge. Below, we discuss this
ULF response.
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Figure 2. A demonstrated example of how the choice of color scale and subsection of field of view affects
the conclusions drawn. The same subset of data used in N12 is shown with (a) an alternate color scale and
(b) the same color scale as N12, where entire meridians with obvious Moon contamination are omitted. (c)
The same color scale as N12 and Figure 2b but constructed using all pixels that do not contain obvious
moonglow. Overplotted on all panels of Figure 2 are arrows that correspond to auroral streamer times as
identified in N12. The white dashed lines denote ULF wave minima, presumably identified in N12 from
low-latitude ground-based magnetometer stations. Note the differing auroral forms that are shown in each
color scale and in each analysis technique.
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4. A Coherent ULF Wave Response?

[20] The conclusions of N12 about the coherence of the tail
flow-aurora-Pi2 response also rely on a claimed coherence of
Pi2 pulsations across a large range of latitudes (and longi-
tudes) during substorm expansion phase onset. The extensive
combined North American ground-based magnetometer data
set can reveal much about the ionospheric current systems
during onset. In interpreting ground-based magnetic observa-
tions, it is important that all available data should be included
in the analysis and that the same coordinate systems are
employed so that comparisons between different stations
are accurate and reliable. The interpretation of correlations
between two magnetometer time series during substorm
expansion phase onset is not straightforward, since there
can be multiple contributions to the magnetic field perturba-
tions even within any specific frequency band from different
sources (e.g., from both magnetic bays and pulsations). We
expand on these points below.
[21] In Figure 2 of N12, where Pi2 waveforms from a range

of magnetometer stations are compared, a mix of geodetic
and geomagnetic coordinate systems is used in the data
presentation. Both the amplitude and the phase of a ULF
wave can be dependent upon the coordinate system in which
the data are presented. The difference between geodetic and
geomagnetic coordinate systems at Fort Smith (FSMI) and
Yellowknife (YKC), for example, is a rotation about the
Z axis of 22.77� and 20.12�, respectively. In our reanalysis
of the ground-based magnetometer data presented in N12,
we use a consistent geomagnetic coordinate system to study
the relative phases of ULF pulsations during the first event
of N12.
[22] Figure 3 shows a series of panels of magnetometer

data that lie approximately along one meridian, for compari-
son with the station locations highlighted in N12’s Figure 1,
but of which only a subset of these available stations was
presented in N12’s Figure 2. All available magnetometer sta-
tions in the relevant meridian are included in our Figure 3,
from high latitude (top) to low latitude (bottom); those omit-
ted from Figure 2 of N12 are indicated in red. Note that
Figures 3b and 3l show data from the FSMI magnetometer
station that is colocated with the ASI used in N12’s
Figure 2h. This station is omitted from the analysis in N12.
The left column (Figures 3a–3j) shows the H component,
and the right column (Figures 3k–3t) shows the 40–300 s pe-
riod filtered ULF wave data. Overplotted on Figure 3 are
dashed lines which correspond to the low-latitude amplitude
minima as shown in N12’s Figure 2g. Note that these lines
range between 140 and 230 s apart and so are outside of the
40–150 s Pi2 period band [Jacobs et al., 1964] and the
“40–150 s passband” described in N12’s Figure 2g. It is
unclear therefore as to whether the low-latitude magnetic
field data shown in N12’s Figure 2 are mislabeled as
“40–150 s passband” or whether the ULF minima are an
artifact of the analysis. What is clear is that the waves stud-
ied in N12’s Figure 2 are outside the Pi2 period band and
that the N12 analysis depends fundamentally on an exten-
sive analysis of waves which, by their own description,
their filters reject. We will therefore refer to these waves
as ULF waves and show filtered data in the 40–300 s
period band that encompasses both Pi2 periods and the
pulsation periods highlighted in N12.

[23] Figures 3k–3t show clearly that the relative phase
across magnetometers is neither preserved and constant
across all latitudes, as claimed by N12, nor maintained for
an extended period of time. From a visual inspection, the
lower latitude stations (Red Deer (REDR) and Carson City
(CCNV)) appear essentially in phase during the interval,
where magnetic minima coincide with the dashed vertical
lines as shown in N12. At higher latitudes, however, there
is no consistent relationship between the minima of the pulsa-
tions in Figure 3 and the location of the dashed lines from
N12. Depending on the latitude, in the same time period,
the dashed lines from N12 can correspond to ULF wave min-
ima, maxima, or points in between. The frequency content of
the high-latitude time series is also more complicated than
that of the low-latitude time series. Overall, the (40–300 s pe-
riod) filtered data from all the available magnetometer sta-
tions do not demonstrate a coherent ULF wave response—
and the N12 conclusion that flow bursts in the tail create a lat-
itudinally coherent signal is not validated once the data are
more completely analyzed.
[24] Note that it is well known that wave propagation from

the magnetosphere to the ionosphere, for example, in re-
sponse to flow bursts or other drivers, can have a complex
structure both in frequency and in latitude-dependent phase.
Time-of-flight considerations [e.g., Chi et al., 2001], the pos-
sible excitation of field line resonances [e.g., Takahashi
et al., 1988; Keiling et al., 2003; Rae et al., 2007], and the in-
fluence of the local Alfvén frequency on a given field line at a
given latitude [e.g.,Menk et al., 1999] can all impact the am-
plitude and phase of the pulsations on the ground. However,
in N12, it is asserted not only that Pi2 waves simply adopt the
same frequency as the putative flow bursts responsible for the
auroral streamers but that the response across latitude and
longitude is coherent. Furthermore, during substorm expan-
sion phase onset, the field line topology is likely rapidly
evolving, particle injections may alter the density and hence
Alfvén continuum, and time-of-flight considerations will
hence likely not be constant throughout the period of the du-
ration of the formation of the SCW. Overall, given these con-
siderations, it would not be expected that the phase of Pi2
pulsations across all latitudes would be constant—and the
more detailed analysis presented here shows that this is
clearly not the case. The specifics of the relationship between
Pi2 pulsations and fast flows in the magnetotail have been
expounded at length by Kepko and Kivelson [1999] and
Murphy et al. [2011] and reviewed extensively by Keiling
and Takahashi [2011], demonstrating a clear latitudinal de-
pendence of both ULF wave amplitude and phase to periodic
fast flows in the magnetotail. Indeed, we demonstrate in
Figure 3 that there is no constant phase between Pi2 pulsa-
tions when data from all available stations are taken
into account.
[25] Correlation is often used to examine the coherence of

two wave signals. The inset in N12’s Figure 2n is used as
quantitative evidence of the correlation (and coherence) be-
tween the middle- and low-latitude magnetometer data, some
~20� apart. The geodetic X component of Ministik Lake
(MSTK) is correlated with the geomagnetic H component
of CCNV. This panel is the only correlation presented for this
interval in N12 and maximizes at R> 0.9 (equivalent to
R2 ~ 0.8) at close to zero lag. Leaving aside the incompatible
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coordinate systems used in N12, we proceed to reinvestigate
this correlation and its cause.
[26] The magnetometer time series recorded during expan-

sion phase onset are typically considered to predominantly
comprise a combination of a low-frequency large magnetic
bay and higher-frequency ULF perturbations [McPherron
et al., 1973]. In order to examine the source of the correlation
presented by N12 as evidence in support of their conclusion,
we derive a toy model of a substorm time series and examine
the correlations between its bay and ULF wave components.
We then return to a correlative analysis based on observed
magnetometer data used in N12. Figure 4 shows the correla-
tion analysis of (left) a pair of simulated substorm

magnetometer time series and (right) a pair of observed mag-
netometer time series (from the MSTK and CCNV stations,
used in N12’s Figure 2n). We simulate two idealized magne-
tometer responses to substorm onset using a step function, a
single sinusoidal ULF wave, and some low-amplitude
uncorrelated noise. One of the simulated time series contains
a ULF wave with 66 s period; the other has a 75 s period ULF
wave. The combined time series are shown in Figure 4a, the
ULF waves in the simulated signals are isolated in Figure 4b,
the step function plus the noise is isolated in Figure 4c, and
the noise is shown in Figure 4d. The linear Pearson correla-
tion coefficients for each pair of time series are indicated in
each panel. By comparing the isolated idealized signals, we
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Figure 3. (a–j) The H component (geomagnetic north-south) magnetic field data from a quasi-latitudinal
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The correlation of waves and steps
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Figure 4. Simulated and real data used to demonstrate the lack of coherence between ULF waves observed at
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can determine that the majority of the correlation in Figure 4a
is controlled by the near-perfect linear correlation of the
large-scale step functions shown in Figure 4c. Moving to
the observed magnetometer time series, which cannot be so
cleanly separated into constituent parts, Figure 4e shows
the two time series of H component MSTK and H component
CCNV, Figure 4f the ULF wave (40–300 s period) filtered
time series, and Figure 4g the >300 s period component of
the time series. Again, all the correlation coefficients for each
pair of time series are indicated in each panel. The correlation
(R=0.970, R2= 0.941) of the long-period signals (the magnetic
bays) in Figure 4g is significantly higher than the correlation
(R=0.616, R2=0.379) of the filtered ULF wave signals
(Figure 4f). Hence, 94% of the magnetic bay of one magnetom-
eter time series can be reproduced from the other time series,
whereas only 38% of a ULF wave time series can be recreated
from the other ULF wave time series. We conclude that the
large correlation between MSTK and CCNV (R=0.949,
R2=0.900) primarily arises from the low-frequency trend (or
magnetic bays) as opposed to any similarity between the ULF
waves observed at the two different magnetometer stations.
The high correlation of magnetic bay signals is a well-
established low-middle latitude indication of the presence of
the SCW at higher latitudes [McPherron et al., 1973]. As we
also show, the ULF waves that occur at auroral latitudes during
substorm onset are not typically coherent, are not linearly well
correlated (with zero lag), and hence cannot be considered to
be coherent.
[27] We must reiterate that a visual inspection of magne-

tometer time series cannot assert the coherence of ULF
waves, because the time series are a complicated superposi-
tion of magnetic perturbations with different periods and
from different sources. Since the discovery that the evolution
of the intensity of the optical auroral emissions during
substorm onset is strongly tied to the growth of ULF wave
amplitudes, tools have been developed in order to study the
spectral properties of electromagnetic wave activity [e.g.,
Samson and Olson, 1980; Nosé et al., 1998; Milling et al.,
2008; Plaschke et al., 2008; Murphy et al., 2009; Rae
et al., 2009; Kataoka et al., 2009; Rae et al., 2012]. Such
analysis tools would provide a significantly better approach
to characterize any potential link between Pi2 waveforms
and auroral emissions than the approach used in N12.

5. Summary

[28] In N12, it is argued that recurring flow bursts in the
magnetotail directly drive intensifications of the aurora during
the substorm expansion phase and that these auroral intensifica-
tions are responsible for coherently driving magnetic ULF
pulsations as observed over large longitudinal and latitudinal
scales by ground-based magnetometers. Specifically, it is
claimed in N12 that “expansion-phase intensifications near
the poleward edge of the auroral bulge occur quasiperiodically
with one-to-one correspondence to Pi2 pulses” and further con-
cluded that “substorm Pi2s are driven by multiple plasma sheet
flow bursts, each driving a Pi2 pulse.” These conclusions rely
upon the reliable identification of every intensification at the
poleward boundary of the auroral bulge, their correlation with
low-frequency ground-basedmagnetometer ULF perturbations,
and the coherence of the magnetometer perturbations over a

wide range of latitudes. Our reanalysis of one of the events
presented in N12 demonstrates the following.
[29] 1. Auroral intensifications. We demonstrate that the

use of maxograms (where the maximum auroral intensity at
any longitude with an ASI FOV is used to create a keogram)
for the presentation of auroral data in N12 does not provide a
reliable basis for assessing periodic streamer features in the
ASI data. For the case we reanalyzed, the maxograms do
not capture coherent auroral forms, do not reliably capture
the brightest local aurora, and do not contain any features
which characterize the auroral streamers. Conclusions drawn
from the maxograms can also be biased heavily by data
selection and color scale. Overall, the periodicities of the
streamers identified using maxograms in N12 are not reliable.
[30] 2. Coherence of aurora and waves. In this comment,

we demonstrate that there is no clear and consistent phase re-
lationship between maximum auroral brightness and ground-
based magnetic wave signals across the large latitudinal and
longitudinal extent claimed by N12. The implied coherence
of ULF waves and auroral intensities was based solely upon
a visual inspection of the maxogram and selected ULF wave
time series in N12; however, we have demonstrated that the
N12 results are biased through data selection and color scale.
Furthermore, the auroral streamers that are postulated in N12
as the drivers of ULF pulsations are but one small, dim part of
a complex, bright auroral display; indeed, the streamers are
not even well represented in the maxograms which are used
by N12 to characterize them. From a physical perspective, it
is not clear why a ground magnetometer should respond solely,
preferentially, and coherently to this minor feature in the aurora.
Indeed, more detailed analysis of the data shows that the mag-
netic response is, in fact, far from coherent and better explained
by more standard Alfvén wave propagation models than the
direct coherent driving postulated in N12.
[31] 3. A coherent ULF wave response. We demonstrate that

contrary to the conclusions in N12, the magnetometer ULF per-
turbations are not coherent across the nightside ionosphere.
Specifically, the data do not support the N12 conclusion that
“each Pi2 pulse starts to rise simultaneously over a wide range
of latitude from the auroral zone to the magnetic dip equator as
well as over a wide longitudinal range” [N12, abstract]. The
quantitative coherence between ULF waves which N12 claim
is shown for their first event is also shown here to be due to
the similarity in magnetic bay signatures associated with
substorm expansion phase onset, rather than due to any true cor-
relation between the waves. Consequently, we assert that the
correlation presented by N12 does not represent evidence in
support of their conclusion of a large-scale coherent ULF
wave response.
[32] Works spanning four decades [e.g., Rostoker et al.,

1975; Gelpi et al., 1987;Murphy et al., 2012] have shown that
the SCW is composed of a number of upward and downward
field-aligned current (FAC) elements that, only when averaged,
reduce to the traditional McPherron et al. [1973] view of a
downward current post-midnight and an upward current pre-
midnight. In short, the SCW houses far more complex current
systems than proposed in N12. If multiple, simultaneous tail
flows are responsible for this long-established complex struc-
ture, then only some of these flows have an optical signature
and only some of these flows have a magnetic signature. This
is incompatible with the one-to-one paradigm suggested in N12.
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[33] In summary, the analysis presented in N12 contains
several fundamental errors and encompasses several errone-
ous implicit assumptions that mean no conclusion can be
reached regarding the development and dynamics of the
coupled magnetotail-aurora system during the substorm
expansion phase. The concept of a global, coherent, directly
driven one-to-one relationship between tail flow bursts,
auroral streamers, Pi2s, and the substorm current wedge
described in N12 is not supported by the data and, in our
opinion, is an overly simplistic and inaccurate representation
of the substorm expansion phase dynamics.
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